


The comparison must refer to both methods 

 Scanning produces a raster image which cannot be subsequently edited 

 CAD produces a vector image which can be edited  

 

 Redrawing the image using CAD means that the image can be edited/detail 
changed in the future (by the original designer or by other people)  

 In a scanned image the detail cannot be edited/changed 

 

 Redrawing for a building would be very time consuming in comparison scanning 
would take a significantly shorter time  

Re-drawing 

Advantages can cover: 

 option to add in layers / easy to edit/modify / can use in simulations 

 produces vector graphic / small file size 

 updated drawings to include modern drawing standards 

Disadvantages can cover: 

 very time consuming  / mistakes could be made 

 

Scanning 

Advantages can cover: 

 Speed  / file can be archived / file can be emailed 

 files are easily viewed on many electronic devices 

Disadvantages can cover: 

 drawings cannot be edited after scanning 

 Large file sizes  

 produces raster graphic 

 physical drawing sizes may prove too large to scan in one attempt  

  (may require piecing together) 



 the incompatibility of file types 

 Inconsistent drawing standards 

 files cannot be worked on simultaneously by different parties 

 possible complications in language barriers 

Any appropriate and specific aspect for testing such as: 

 heat flow / flow of people (dynamic) 

 static loading / strength of material 

 ventilation flow/rate    / lighting 

 evacuation time 

 ease of storage 

 ease of sharing 

 ease of collaborative working 

 positive environmental aspects 

 reduction in copying 



loft command to join profiles  

and 

the size of the profiles  

(40 mm x 40 mm)  

and a distance of 120 mm 

extruding a cuboid 40 mm and     
applying a radius to the end edges 

drawing a profile the shape 
indicated on the sketch 

Extrude profile by 40 mm 

Description which makes reference to: 

Description which makes reference to: 



A description which makes reference to: 

using the shell solid command to remove interior material from the solid model 

and 

creating a sketch through the solid model (lengthways). 

The sketch must be bigger than the solid model  

and 

extruding the sketch with a cut/subtraction in one direction and saving the file  

and 

redefining the modelling tree/extrusion and cut/subtract in 

the opposite direction and saving the file under a different name  

 

OR 

A description which makes reference to: 

 

Using the shell solid command to remove interior material from the solid model 

Creation of Work Plane on Centre Line of Speaker ( Defined on length) 

Use of Split Tool 

Deleting Split Sections & Saving as required to create two discrete components 

 



 removes repetition 

 saves time on drawing common or complex components 

 common components in a CAD library are likely to conform to standards 

 accurately represent common or frequently used parts 

 library components can be used or shared between a wide range of models 

 library components can be used or shared between a wide range of      
technicians, operators or people 



An outline description which makes reference to constraining methods, eg: 

 

centre the axis of two corresponding screw-bosses or 

centre the axis of the two corresponding radiused case components 

 

and 

mate the two flat faces on the components, either on the outer case or the 
bosses  





Production of a modelling plan which communicates how key features of the 

3D model are generated 

 

Responses should include references to: 

140 mm between centres (1 mark) 

minimum 30 mm clearance for handle (1 mark) 

10 mm diameter for the handle (1 mark) 

any suitable modelling technique to complete the 

handle (1 mark) 



 

Explanations should make appropriate reference to (and relate the choices made to  

Target market (consumer) 

 families, hygiene aware, families with young children 

 

Colour scheme/choice of images 

 Fresh, hygienic, calm, natural, health, safety 

 link to broccoli (fresh, organic, natural) 

 

Typeface 

 sans serif font, modern, use of product logo to promote brand 

 use of uppercase to emphasise the bio/eco, aspect of the product 

 



Part X is a Web 





A blind hole is a hole that is drilled or milled to a specified depth 

without breaking through to the other side of the material 

Metric 

30mm 

Local or Part Section 





57—58 mm                                 49—51 mm 



 
The serif fonts are formal, traditional or old fashioned 
 
They represent a more sophisticated or mature look to appeal to the older target market 
 
The flicks and flowing curves in the font styles look friendly and safe to an older target 
market 
 
Each letter flowing into the next makes it easier for an older target market to read 
 

The page is rectilinear and so are the boxes, lines and the square. 

The cropped images create curved or natural shapes that bring eye-catching contrast with/
visual interest against the rectilinear shapes. 

The cropped cyclist and helmet (the product) stand out against a simple geometric backdrop. 

The punctuation circles add contrast against the rectilinear shapes in the layout. 

The curved text above the cyclist creates contrast with the rectilinear shapes in the layout. 

The purpose of the advert is to attract attention quickly; 

the contrasting shapes (mentioned earlier) help ensure this. 

The curved text mimics (harmonises with) the shape of the helmet and appears to protect 
the cyclist’s head. 



Orange line: 
 creates a unifying accent colour with the other orange items 
 creates depth by passing behind the cyclist / emphasises part of the slogan 
 
Blue vertical line: 

 creates depth by passing behind the helmet 

 creates eye-catching contrast with the horizontal lines 

 separates the space for the web address 
 
Blue horizontal line: 

 connects the layout items horizontally 

 aids alignment with the slogan and company name 

 creates eye-catching contrast with the orange colours 

 creates a vertical/horizontal contrast 

 separates the space for the company name 

 

 it lifts the red or orange items forward 

 makes the red or orange items more prominent 

 makes the red or orange items stand out more 

 creates contrast with the receding colours in the layout 

Red / Orange 

Symmetrical Balance 

 It leaves two awkward spaces to fill rather than one usable space 

 It misses the most natural focal points 



Symmetrical Balance 

 It will create visual interest through asymmetry, white space, and a natural focal 
point 

 It leaves a single space that is easier to fill/populate 

 The font is a graffiti/grungy/sans serif style and is fun and youthful 

 Images of mountain bike stunts connect with target market 

 Tilted images and items make the layout less formal and create visual interest 

 Bold, contrasting colours (blue and red) create a youthful look 

 Distressed images will appeal to young target market 





 They can assist in navigating within a document 

 They display useful information including: 

 title/chapter, page number, date, author 

 They identify the document’s content 

 They create a sense of unity throughout a document or section 

 

Crop marks 

 

Crop marks illustrate the boundary where the document is 

to be cut after printing 

To bleed is to extend a graphic or image frame beyond a trimmed edge 
of the page 

To ensure the graphic or image extends to the very edge of the page of a 
document 

Edge to edge printing. 



 Layering can support in creating a master page for future documents 

 Layering allows graphics and text to be edited separately 

 Layering supports image manipulation and can occur on separate layers 

 Layers can be duplicated and linked to other layers 

 Layers can be turned off or on to aid clarity 

 Layers can be brought forward or backward as necessary 



 offsets the main text from the headline/sub-headline  

 lightens the layout (decreases the value) 

Use of reverse  

 emphasises the start of a paragraph 

 signifies the main text column 

Use dropped capital 

 follows a standard method of presenting a main body of text 

 assists with the readability of the document 

main text column is converted from one to two columns 




